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Design of Stable -Helical Arrays
from an Idealized TPR Motif
a parallel array, to produce an extended molecule with
an overall superhelical architecture. This can be visual-
ized as a spiral staircase in which the individual TPR
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and Biochemistry motifs are the steps.
Precisely how the TPR fold may mediate protein-pro-2 Howard Hughes Medical Institute
3 Department of Chemistry tein interactions was first revealed by the crystal struc-
tures of the two different three-TPR domains of Hop,Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut 06520 TPR1 and TPR2A, bound to C-terminal peptides from
Hsp70 and Hsp90, respectively [8]. The peptide binding
site is presented on an inner concave surface, or cradle,
which is formed by the three-TPR motif. In natural pro-Summary
teins, the number of tandem TPR motifs varies from 3
to about 16, with 3 being the most common numberThe tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) is a 34-amino acid
(L.D.’A. and L.R., in preparation). The structures of the-helical motif that occurs in over 300 different pro-
Hop complexes suggest an explanation for the minimalteins. In the different proteins, three to sixteen or more
number of repeats—less than three tandem repeatsTPR motifs occur in tandem arrays and function to
would not form a complete binding cradle.mediate protein-protein interactions. The binding
TPR domains are of particular interest with respect tospecificity of each TPR protein is different, although
their folding, modular architecture, and range of bindingthe underlying structural motif is the same. Here we
specificities. Designing idealized TPR motifs allows adescribe a statistical approach to the design of an
better understanding of how the amino acid sequenceidealized TPR motif. We present the high-resolution
specifies fold and function. The wealth of sequencesX-ray crystal structures (to 1.55 and 1.6 A˚) of designed
available makes a statistical approach to design an ap-TPR proteins and describe their solution properties
propriate strategy. Our aim, therefore, was to use a con-and stability. A detailed analysis of these structures
sensus-based TPR design to engineer novel proteinsprovides an understanding of the TPR motif, how it is
by arraying various numbers of an idealized TPR motif.repeated to give helical arrays with different superheli-
Further, although TPR-containing domains in naturecal twists, and how a very stable framework may be
rarely contain less than three TPR motifs, we wishedconstructed for future functional designs.
to determine whether this number reflects a structural
requirement or, rather, is necessary for function throughIntroduction
the creation of a peptide binding site. Thus, three sepa-
rate proteins were constructed with one, two, and threeThe tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) was identified in 1990
copies of the consensus TPR motif (CTPR1, CTPR2,[1, 2] within the genes of CDC23 and nuc2 as an amino
and CTPR3—consensus TPR number of repeats). Theacid sequence present in either nine or ten inexact tan-
resultant statistically designed proteins were found todem repeats. This motif was named “tetratricopeptide”
be stable; to have native-like properties, for example,for the 34 amino acids constituting the repeat unit. A
cooperative, reversible thermal denaturation transitions;search of all sequences then available revealed that
and to correctly form the desired TPR fold. This paperTPRs are present in a number of other proteins, which
describes their solution and structural properties byare associated with a diverse range of biological func-
both NMR and X-ray crystallography.tions. Subsequently, it became apparent that the role of
TPR domains is to mediate protein-protein interactions
Resultsand thereby bring together different proteins in complex
biological machines [1–9]. A particularly well-studied ex-
Design of an Idealized TPR Repeatample is the interaction of the TPR-containing cochaper-
The three CTPR proteins, CTPR1, CTPR2, CTPR3, wereones Hip (Hsp70-interacting protein) and Hop (Hsp90-
constructed of one, two, and three repeats, respectively,organizing protein) with Hsp70 and Hsp90 (heat shock
of the consensus design described below.protein) in the course of chaperone-mediated folding
Consensus TPR Designevents [7, 8, 10–15].
A consensus TPR motif was designed in four steps: (1)The first crystal structure of a TPR motif, the three-
TPR profile construction, (2) search and retrieval of allTPR domain of protein phosphatase 5 (PP5) [7], revealed
TPR sequences from the nonredundant protein data-a novel fold. The 34 residues of each repeated motif
base OWL [16] with the profile from step 1, (3) alignmentform two antiparallel  helices, which stack together, in
and removal of sequences with 100% identity, and (4)
statistical analysis to determine the preference for spe-
*Correspondence: lynne.regan@yale.edu cific amino acids at each position in the TPR (a full4Present address: Cambridge University Chemical Laboratory, Cam-
description of each step is given in Experimental Proce-bridge University, Lensfield Road, Cambridge, CB2 1EW, United
Kingdom.
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Table 1. Global and Local Propensities from Our Original and Expanded TPR Databases
Global Propensity from Our Original Database Global Propensity Obtained from Expanded Database
(1837 Sequences) (3418 Sequences) [26]
Position
in TPR First Second Third First Second Third
P1 A 4.08 P 2.06 V 1.38 A 4.24 P 2.09 V 1.45
P2 E 2.5 K 2.11 D 1.81 E 2.72 K 2.12 D 1.81
P3 A 3.64 V 1.8 C 1.47 A 4.15 C 1.67 V 1.59
P4 W 11.1 Y 6.29 H 3.13 W 8.23 Y 7.3 H 3.51
P5 Y 5.66 F 2.33 N 2 Y 5.22 F 2.18 N 2.17
P6 N 4.97 R 1.92 Y 1.41 N 6.23 R 1.96 Q 1.35
P7 L 4.39 R 2.43 M 1.89 L 4.17 R 3.15 M 1.93
P8 G 7.8 A 5.22 G 7.88 A 5.33
P9 N 2.37 H 1.86 N 2.88 Q 1.52 H 1.44
P10 C 4.75 A 2.33 I 2.1 C 5.69 A 2.82 I 2.07
P11 Y 11.92 H 2.74 L 2.2 Y 11.21 L 2.33 F 1.78
P12 Y 3.39 F 2.82 M 2.9 Y 3.14 F 2.74 M 2.08
P13 K 3.7 Q 2.17 E 1.6 K 3.3 Q 2.08 R 1.87
P14 Q 3.56 M 3.26 L 2.77 M 3.46 Q 3.22 L 2.89
P15 G 6.68 K 2.79 N 1.88 G 6.96 K 2.35 N 1.85
P16 D 4.11 K 3.16 N 2.68 D 3.59 N 3.01 Q/K 2.93
P17 Y 10.7 F 3.69 W 3.23 Y 9.63 F 3.67 W 2.51
P18 D 3.7 E 3.49 Q 2.06 D 3.78 E 3.75 Q 1.82
P19 E 4.08 K 3.56 Q 2.44 E 4.76 K 2.85 Q 2.22
P20 A 11.27 A 11.66
P21 I 3.85 L 2.83 E 1.66 I 3.78 L 2.69 V 1.67
P22 E 3.23 K 2.84 Q 2.1 E 3.49 K 2.41 Q 2.16
P23 Y 4.84 C 4.72 H 2.22 C 5.6 Y 4.54 H 2.81
P24 Y 10.93 F 6.28 C 2.99 Y 10.82 F 5.68 C 4.15
P25 Q 3.67 E 3.04 K 2.3 E 3.18 Q 3.08 K 2.19
P26 K 5.36 R 3.1 Q 2.62 K 4.88 R 3 Q 2.67
P27 A 7.7 C 1.82 V 10.7 A 8.1 C 2.45 V 1.48
P28 L 5.03 I 3.16 L 4.89 I 3.43 V 1.34
P29 E 3.54 K 2.88 Q 2.52 E 3.42 K 2.85 Q 2.22
P30 L 3.65 I 2.51 L 3.85 I 2.98 M 1.14
P31 D 4.28 N 3.25 Y 1.71 D 4.49 N 3.35 C 1.54
P32 P 9.43 K 1.23 P 9.79 E 1.32 K 1.14
P33 N 2.74 D 2.66 K 2 N 2.96 D 2.81 K 1.84
P34 N 4.19 H 2.7 D 2.33 N 4.65 D 2.51 Y 2.49
Only those propensities above 1 (relevant above reference population) are listed.
dures). After the first three steps were completed, a ing sequence. Statistically, Gly, Asn, and Ser have the
highest propensities to occur at the N″, N, and N capdatabase of 1837 different TPR motifs from 107 proteins
remained, which were used in our first statistical positions in  helices [18–21].
(2) An additional “solvating” helix was added after theanalysis.
The statistical analysis allowed the calculation of a final helix of the TPR motif. There were three reasons
for including this feature in the design. First, when theglobal propensity (Pg) [17, 18] for each position in the
TPR motif (Equation 1). Pg is the ratio of the percentage TPR domains from the natural proteins PP5 and hSGT
are expressed without addition of a solvating helix, theyof occurrence of an amino acid at a given position to
its percentage occurrence in the whole protein database show low solubility (L.D.’A., E.R.G.M., D. Shectner, and
L.R., unpublished data). Second, when the contact mapsand reflects the preference of an amino acid for a given
position against all other positions in the sequence. of natural three-TPR domain proteins are analyzed, it
appears that the TPR structure is really comprised ofGlobal propensity ensures permissible amino acids at
each position in the TPR sequence. The results from 1.5-TPR motif modules (A-B-A). Third, in all the struc-
tures of TPR-containing proteins that have been solved,the database of 1837 TPR motifs are shown in Table 1.
The designed consensus sequence was taken as those the last TPR motif is capped with another helix from the
protein.residues with the highest global propensity at each posi-
tion of the TPR motif. The one exception was position As the final step of the design, the consensus TPR
sequence was built onto the known crystal structure of10, where cysteine was replaced by alanine to exclude
the possibility of undesirable disulfide bond formation. PP5, with the program SWISS-PDBVIEWER [22]. Analy-
sis of this model showed that the extra solvating helixIn this way we designed the basic framework corre-
sponding to the A and B helices of a TPR motif. In had four large hydrophobic residues (one Trp and three
Tyr) that were solvent exposed. These were thereforeaddition to the repeated consensus, two extra features
were inserted into the consensus proteins: mutated to hydrophilic polar residues (Lys and Gln). The
final CTPR protein sequences are shown in Figure 1B.(1) The sequence Gly-Asn-Ser was added at the N
terminus to provide a potential N-capping, helix-stabiliz- In this paper, a residue called Trp4(A1) represents a Trp
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Figure 1. The TPR Motif—Global Propensi-
ties and Designed CTPR Protein Sequences
(A) Histogram showing the global propensity
of the three most prevalent amino acids (if
above a threshold value of 1) at each of the
34 positions of the TPR motif. Values were
obtained from the statistical analysis with the
PFAM database. The column corresponding
to the amino acid with highest global propen-
sity is shaded pale yellow; the second high-
est, pink; the third highest, blue. The se-
quence corresponding to the amino acids
with the highest global propensity at each
position is shown along the top of the figure.
The numbers of the highly conserved “TPR
signature residues” are boxed in yellow. For
most positions, the global propensity ob-
served when we originally performed the
analysis and those obtained in our more re-
cent PFAM-based analysis are identical. The three exceptions are indicated with the original top amino acid listed below that of the PFAM
database.
(B) Schematic illustration of the designed proteins. The N cap (blue), TPR motif (helix A, yellow; helix B, red), and solvating helix sequence
(blue) are all displayed. At position 11, a green box denotes where Cys was replaced with Ala, and the two yellow boxes in the solvating helix
sequence denote where Trp and three Tyr’s were replaced by two Lys’s and two Gln’s. For CTPR1, n  1; CTPR2, n  2; CTPR3, n  3.
at the fourth residue in helix A of the first TPR motif. midpoints of the thermal denaturations of 49C (CTPR1),
74C (CTPR2), and 83C (CTPR3) (Figure 2A) and reason-The three N cap residues before the first TPR motif are
labeled Ser1, Asn2, and Gly3. able reversibility (80%–90%; see Figure 2A, inset).
Structural Characterization: NMRWhen the consensus TPR design project was initiated,
there was no reliable TPR motif recognition profile or NMR describes solution state conformations and dy-
namics with atomic-level detail. The NMR assignmentsdatabase of TPR sequences available. Since then PFAM
[23] has been upgraded and now includes both a TPR of the two- and three-repeat versions of CTPR are com-
plete, and these reveal striking chemical shift and NOEmotif recognition profile and an alignment of TPR motifs
retrieved when using it. The profile was constructed in similarities among the repeats. As demonstrated in Fig-
ure 2B, backbone amide NOE patterns are extremelya similar manner to ours, with SMART [24, 25]. At pres-
ent, the alignment available at PFAM [26] includes ap- similar showing many overlapping resonances from side
chains of corresponding repeat positions. In some casesproximately 4000 TPR sequences. When those with
100% identity are removed, the total is reduced to 3418. the backbone resonances also overlap; for example, in
CTPR3, Trp4(A2) and Trp4(A3) (Figure 2B, second setIt is clear that, since the initiation of these studies, the
number of TPR sequences has almost doubled. We of panels from the right) have degenerate amide and 15N
shifts, and many of the NOEs to side chain groups ap-therefore recently repeated the global propensity analy-
sis using the new database of 3418 sequences (Table pear to be overlapping, as well. These NMR experiments
confirm that CTPR2 and CTPR3 maintain the TPR fold1; Figure 1A). The calculated global propensities at each
position are in close agreement between the original in solution to the same extent that the crystal structures
describe (below). NMR also confirms that, in solution,and expanded databases. In fact, the rank ordering of
the top three residues rarely varies. Moreover, the “best” the N-terminal residues up to Ser1 are disordered, indi-
cated by their sharper lines and lack of NOEs. Further,residue is altered only at three positions, 14, 23, and 25,
where the top two ranking amino acids are very close NMR data predicts that the C-terminal solvating helix is
well formed and clearly docked in a TPR-like manner toand merely switch (Figure 1A).
the rest of the protein (as in the crystal structure). The
assignment of CTPR1 NMR signals is in progress, andStructural Characterization of CTPR1, CTPR2,and CTPR3
preliminary data are consistent with this minimal se-Solution Properties of CTPR1, CTPR2, and CTPR3
quence folding into the TPR helix-turn-helix motif thatSynthetic genes encoding the novel CTPR proteins were
is seen in the CTPR2 and CTRP3 proteins.created, and the proteins were overexpressed and puri-
Structural Characterization: X-Ray Crystallographyfied from E. coli. All three proteins are monomeric in
The crystal structures of CTPR2 and CTPR3 were solvedsolution over a wide concentration range (from 10 M
to 1.55 A˚ (R/Rfree  17.6/20.7) and 1.60 A˚ (R/Rfree  18.1/to 2 mM), as assessed by equilibrium analytical ultracen-
21.5) resolution, respectively (Table 2; Figure 3). Excel-trifugation and analytical gel filtration (data not shown).
lent and continuous electron density can be traced fromThey all exhibit highly -helical far-UV CD spectra. The
the Gly3 in CTPR2 or the Asn2 in CTPR3 through to themean residue ellipticities (MREs) at 222 nm and 4C
C-terminal Gly (Figure 3A). In both structures there areare 19,000C · cm2 · dmol1 for CTPR1, 19,400 ·
two molecules in the asymmetric unit, and all residuescm2 · dmol1 for CTPR2, and 21,600 · cm2 · dmol1
are found in either the most favored or additional allowedfor CTPR3. Ellipticity at 222 nm was monitored as a
regions of Ramachandran space. The overall structuresfunction of temperature to assess protein stability. The
proteins exhibit cooperative unfolding transitions, with of CTPR2 and CTPR3 are tandem arrays of two or three
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atom root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) between the
85 amino acids of CTPR2 and the corresponding seg-
ment of CTPR3 is 1.0 A˚ and only 0.5 A˚ for C atoms.
However, to fully describe an array of tandem TPR
motifs, we must consider four main parameters (illus-
trated in Figure 4): (1) the angle between helix A and
helix B within a single TPR [6], (2) the curvature of the
multi-TPR superhelix (radius of this superhelical axis),
(3) the handedness (direction of the polypeptide chain
along the superhelical axis), and (4) the twist (angle,
perpendicular to the superhelical axis, between analo-
gous reference points in each repeated motif) [27].
These values for CTPR2 and CTPR3 are listed and com-
pared with those of known TPR structures in Table 3.
From this it is obvious that our consensus proteins are
stacked TPR motifs. They exhibit similar packing angles
between A and B helices to the natural proteins, 160,
and stack together to produce a right-handed superhelix
that possesses only slight, if any, curvature. In fact, the
rmsd’s of the C atoms are relatively small when one
compares the other three-TPR-containing proteins with
CTPR3 (between 1.3 and 1.9 A˚).
It is interesting to note that, to obtain high-quality
diffracting crystals, we had to add IPTG to the crystalli-
zation solutions. Density corresponding to two IPTG
molecules is clearly evident in the electron density maps
of both CTPR2 and CTPR3. In both structures the role
of IPTG is similar—to specifically interact with two sym-
metry-related protein molecules to form a dimer. The
two IPTG molecules interact across the dimer interface
with residues close to and within the turns linking the
A and B helices of the last two TPR motifs. This can be
seen for CTPR3 in Figure 3D.
Discussion
In this paper we have exploited a sequence-diverse da-
tabase of natural TPR motifs to design three novel TPR-
containing proteins. It is important to emphasize four
points that highlight the success of this strategy: (1) all
the CTPR proteins produced are stable, monomeric,
and well folded, and they undergo cooperative thermal
denaturation transitions, (2) the resultant structures
Figure 2. Solution Characteristics of CTPR1/2/3 show that CTPR1, CTPR2, and CTPR3 all contain TPR
(A) Thermal denaturation curves of CTPR1, CTPR2, and CTPR3. motifs, which stack together to form correctly folded
Fraction unfolded, calculated from ellipticity at 222 nm, is plotted TPR proteins, (3) the stability of the CTPR proteins in-
versus temperature. CTPR1, filled diamonds; CTPR2, filled circles; creases as each TPR motif is added, and (4) the consen-
CTPR3, open circles. The inset shows the forward (filled circles) and
sus design gives rise to CTPR proteins that possessreverse (open circles) thermal transitions for CTPR3.
significantly higher stability than their natural counter(B) Strip plots taken from 15N NOESYHSQC spectra (tm  100ms, 50
parts. For example, the midpoint of the temperaturemM sodium phosphate [pH 6.3] and 150 mM NaCl, 20C). From left
to right, (15N 130 ppm) CTPR2, Ala1(A2); CTPR3, Ala1(A2), Ala1(A3); denaturation of the three-TPR domain of PP5 is approxi-
(15N  118 ppm) CTPR2, Trp4(A2); CTPR3, Trp4(A2), Trp4(A3); (15N  mately 47C (L.D.’A. and L.R., unpublished data), com-
106 ppm) CTPR2, Gly8(A2); CTPR3, Gly8(A2), Gly8(A3); (15N  125 pared with 83C for CTPR3.
ppm) CTPR2, Ala10(A2); CTPR3, Ala10(A2), Ala10(A3).
Key Determinants of the TPR fold
Modular Array of CTPR1, CTPR2, and CTPR3TPR motifs, which stack together in a parallel fashion
to form the folded protein (Figures 3B and 3C). In both One of the most striking features of our CTPR proteins
is the identical nature of the interactions and packingstructures, the extra C-terminal solvating helix is well
formed, and the N-terminal A helix nucleates at the Ser of individual repeats with each other. This modular na-
ture is well illustrated by a residue by residue compari-of the added Gly-Asn-Ser sequence. When the struc-
tures of CTPR2 and CTPR3 are compared, the folds are son of the contact maps of CTPR2 and CTPR3 (Figures
5A and 5C). They show that identical interhelical con-seen to be virtually identical (Figures 3B–3D). The all-
TPR Design
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Table 2. Crystal Parameters and Refinement Statistics
Data Collection
Protein CTPR2 CTPR3
Space group P212121 C2
Unit cell a  44.99 A˚, b  54.94 A˚, c  66.94 A˚ a  102.73 A˚, b  46.56 A˚, c  52.52 A˚,   99.1
Number of molecules/ASU 2 2
X-ray source [wavelength (A˚)] NSLS, X25 [	  1.1] NSLS, X25 [	  1.1]
Resolution (A˚)a 34.7–1.55 (1.61–1.55) 33.90–1.60 (1.66–1.60)
Number of unique reflections 22,285 29,432
Redundancy 6.6 3.4
Completeness (%)a 99.9 (100) 99.6 (99.7)
I/
Ia 43.3 (2.5) 29.6 (1.6)
Rsymb 0.042 (0.86) 0.048 (0.82)
Model Refinement
Resolution (A˚)a 34.7–1.55 (1.63–1.55) 33.90–1.60 (1.69–1.6)
Rwork/Rfreea,c 17.6/20.7 (22.6/26.1) 18.1/21.5 (28/33)
Number of protein atoms 2648 3702
Number of hetero atoms 65 81
Number of solvent molecules 89 156
Rmsd bond length (A˚) 0.017 0.016
Rmsd angles () 1.5 1.6
a Values in parentheses refer to the highest resolution bin.
b Rsym  hkl[I(hkl)  I(hkl)]/hklI(hkl).
c Rfree was calculated on the basis of 10% of the total data omitted during structure refinement.
Figure 3. Structural Features of CTPR2/3
(A) Representation of the electron density of
CTPR2 in the vicinity of Tyr23(B2) and
Tyr24(B2). A 2Fo  Fc map (blue), contoured
at 1 
, is displayed over a stick model of the
structure to demonstrate the quality of the
data.
(B–D) Representation of the overall folds of
(B) CTPR2 and (C) CTPR3 and (D) a stereo
view of the overlaid structures of CTPR2 (red)
and CTPR3 (blue). They are represented by
a tubular worm that snakes through their C
backbones. CTPR2 (red) corresponds to 86
amino acids from Gly3 to Gly15(solvating he-
lix), and CTPR3 (blue) corresponds to 119
amino acids from Asn2 to Gly15(solvating he-
lix). The N and C termini are marked on each
diagram.
(E) An illustration showing the two IPTG mole-
cules (space fill, purple and blue) that induce
a dimer interface between two molecules of
CTPR3 (rendered as a cyan and red C trace).
The side chains of residues that interact with
the IPTG are rendered as sticks, with the chlo-
ride ion caught between the two IPTG mole-
cules rendered as green space fills. (A)–(E)
were produced with SPOCK [53].
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(helix-turn-helix) and Ankyrin (helix-turn-helix-turn-
strand) repeats, less-clear modular contact behavior is
evident because their boundaries are less clearly de-
fined. The number of tandem repetitions of the Ankyrin
repeat found in natural proteins can be decreased, al-
though not to 1.5 repeats. Two Ankyrin repeats of the
p16INK4 protein, for example, is the minimum stably
folded unit [28].
Role of the “Signature” Sequence Residues
Although the TPR motif is a highly degenerate sequence,
with no position invariant, there is a consistent pattern
of small and large hydrophobic residues that are essen-
tial for the structural integrity of the TPR fold. This covari-
ance, although not explicitly designed for, is obviously
manifested within our consensus sequence (Table 1;
Figure 1A). Small hydrophobic residues are present in
positions 8, 20, and 27 (Gly, Ala, and Ala), large hy-
drophobic residues are present at positions 4, 7, 11,
and 24 (Trp, Leu, Tyr, and Tyr), and a Pro is present at
position 32 [6, 7, 9]. These can be thought of as the TPR
motif’s “signature residues.” Inspection of the contact
map reveals that interfacial helix contacts are dominated
by packing of the large hydrophobic signature residues,
Figure 4. Two Models Describing the Superhelical Parameters Used
which agrees well with previous TPR structures [7, 8,to Characterize Solenoid and, More Specifically, TPR Proteins
13, 29, 30]. Moreover, this pattern of residues interacts in(A) This schematic representation of a repeat/solenoid protein struc-
a complementary fashion to not only define an extendedture illustrates the basic superhelical parameters of curvature (mag-
hydrophobic core, but also to specify the unique super-neta), handedness (green), and twist (red) that were described in
the results section and more specifically in Table 3. (A) was repro- helical TPR fold. As our designs are for tandem repeti-
duced with permission from a diagram published by Kobe and Ka- tions of identical TPR motifs, the description of the pack-
java [27]. ing interactions of the signature residues in one of these
(B) A model of three CTPR3 proteins built onto each other to produce
repeats is representative of them all. We therefore dis-a superhelical CTPR9 protein. Each helix is rendered as a cylinder, and
cuss the central TPR motif of CTPR3, which compriseseach turn is rendered as a coil. The model shows that the superhelix
of helices A2 and B2 and the turn. The interactions de-produced from the CTPR sequence has no curvature and has a repeat
of between seven and eight CTPRs. The pitch (red) and packing scribed below demonstrate how the covariant residues
angle (; green) described in Table 3 are also shown. The model shape our structures. Figures 6A and 6B show these
was constructed with LSQKAB and PDBSET (CCP4) [51, 52], plotted residues as space fills, and Table 4 lists their interactions
with MOLSCRIPT [54], and rendered with RASTER 3D [55].
in more detail. Amino acids shown in bold are those of
the signature TPR residues.
tacts occur within each A-B-A helix group (1.5-TPR Pro32 and Trp4—Turn Stabilization. Pro32(turn1) is
motifs) and no helix B-helix B contacts. Further, if one found at the turn between TPR motifs, with its side chain
overlays each A-B-A motif (47 amino acids) from both protruding away from the turn, whereas Trp4(A2) is lo-
CTPR2 and CTPR3 structures, one can see they are cated in the first turn of the next helix, with its side chain
almost identical (Figure 5D). The rmsd calculations positioned in the turn. This arrangement achieves two
range from 0.3 to 0.4 A˚ for C atoms and 0.9 A˚ to 1.0 A˚ goals; the Pro32(turn1) forces a turn to occur, terminat-
for all atoms, even when A-B-A motifs that incorporate ing the helical structure between TPR motifs, and the
the final solvating helix are included. Thus, because the Trp4(A2) stabilizes the turn by extensive packing inter-
sets of idealized motifs are identical, the features of the actions with the previous helix [Leu28(B1)] and H bond-
overall structure that results can be defined by describ- ing (ring NH) to the backbone carboxylate of Pro32
ing two sets of interactions: the interactions within a (turn1). The Pro seems vital to preventing extended helix
TPR motif, specifically, between helix A and B and the formation, corresponding to two-TPR motifs, since, in
interactions between one TPR and the next, specifically, the absence of Pro, such behavior has been observed
the docking of helix B of the first TPR module with [13, 30].
helix A of the second. Such a modular distribution is Trp4, Leu7, Tyr11, and Tyr24 Force an Extended Hy-
highlighted by our ability to produce CTPR1, CTPR2, drophobic Core. Trp4(A2), Leu7(A2), and Tyr11(A2) are
and CTPR3. This shows that our consensus design can present along one face of the A helix, interlocking as
be paired down to the minimal structural unit (1.5-TPR I, I3 and I, I4, respectively, and force an extended
motifs) or increased by the same strategy (at least to structure by positioning their side chains between the
three and probably more). Therefore, predominance of preceding and next B helices. Tyr24(B2) provides a simi-
three-TPR domains in nature is most likely a reflection lar role in the B helix by positioning its side chain be-
of the minimal functional unit, rather than a reflection of tween the preceding and next A helices. This positioning
the minimal stable fold. leads to a network of packing interactions (Table 4) with
It is interesting to note that, when one compares con- residues in the helices “above” and “below” that pro-
duce the hydrophobic core.tact maps of other repeat proteins, for example, HEAT
TPR Design
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Table 3. The Packing Angle () between Interacting Helices, Superhelical Characteristics, and Rmsd of CTPR2/3 When Compared
with the TPRs in PP5, Hop TPR1, Hop TPR2A, Cyclophillin 40, and p67phox
Comparison Characteristics CTPR2/3 PP5 Hop (TPR1) Hop (TPR2A) Cyclophillin 40 p67phox
Packing angle (a)
A-B helices 161 to 164 160 to 163 160 to 174 162 to 168 162 to 167 164 to 168
B-A helices 149 to 150 152 to 154 155 to 157 160 to 162 151 to 156 149 to 154
A-A helices 27 to 32 26 to 27 16 to 24 11 to 14 22 to 26 22 to 26
Superhelical Characteristics
Handedness Right Right Right Right Right Right
b Curvature overall None None None None None None
b Twist per repeat and overall 1–2, 47 1–2, 44 1–2, 44 1–2, 44 1–2, 47 1–2, 40
2–3, 48 2–3, 51 2–3, 41 2–3, 53 2–3, 50 2–3, 42
1–3, 96 1–3, 94 1–3, 85 1–3, 96 1–3, 96 1–3, 80
b Superhelical repeat 7.6 7.6 8.4 7.5 7.6 9
d Pitch of one superhelix repeat 72 A˚ 56 A˚ 53 A˚ 53 A˚ 76 A˚ 70 A˚
Root-Mean-Square Deviations
cRmsd 0.53 A˚ (86 aa) 1.4 A˚ (111 aa) 1.5 A˚ (101 aa) 1.7 A˚ (90 aa) 1.3 A˚ (109 aa) 1.3 A˚ (108 aa)
c Rmsd (per A-B-A unit—48 aa) 0.3–0.4 A˚ 0.7–1.8 A˚ 1.0–1.3 A˚ 0.7–1.2 A˚ 0.8–1.0 A˚ 0.9–1.2 A˚
a dihedral packing angles are defined with conventions described in Chothia et al. [58] and calculated with the program PROMOTIF [59].
b Obtained with the program LSQKAB from CCP4 suite [52].
c Obtained with the program LSQMAN (Uppsala Software Factory).
d Obtained by building the known three-TPR domains onto each other with LSQKAB and PDBSET from the CCP4 suite [52]. In (b)–(d), only
the C backbone positions were considered.
Gly8, Ala20, and Ala27—Steric Considerations. A and B in TPR2. They only interact with residues within
the same TPR motif (Table 4). Only such small residuesGly8(A2), Ala20(B2), and Ala27(B2) are some of the most
highly conserved residues in the TPR fold and are lo- can be accommodated between the closely packed bulky
hydrophobic side chains that surround their positions.cated at positions of closest contact between helices
Figure 5. Contact Maps of CTPR2/3, Includ-
ing Structural Overlay of the A-B-Amotif, and
Hop TPR1
(A–C) A comparison of the contact maps of
(A) CTPR3, (B) Hop TPR1, and (C) CTPR2.
These were produced with the program MOL-
MOL [56]. A ribbon presentation of each pro-
tein at the same orientation is shown in the
top left corner (created with MOLSCRIPT
[54]). The x and y axes both show the residue
numbers for the complete protein sequence.
A square is placed at each position where a
residue is within 5 A˚ of another residue. The
diagonal represents self-sequence and local
sequence contacts. The off-diagonal points
represent longer-range interactions. Those
above the diagonal present only backbone
contacts, and those below present all types
of contact. The plots are color-coded as fol-
lows: first TPR motif, yellow; second TPR mo-
tif, red; third TPR motif, blue; solvating helix,
green. It is clear from these plots that resi-
dues in the A helix of each TPR motif make
extensive contacts with residues in the B he-
lix of the same repeat and a few contacts with
residues in the A helix of the next repeat.
Residues in the B helix of each repeat make
contacts with residues in the A helix of the
first repeat and the A helix of the next repeat.
There are no helix B-helix B interactions. Fur-
thermore, it can be clearly seen that the A-B-A
interactions are identical in all the repeats of
CTPR2 and CTPR3, but not of Hop TPR1.
(D) The five overlaid structures of the A-B-A motif of CTPR2 (2) and CTPR3 (3). The side chains and C backbone are represented by black
lines and a blue tube, respectively. Produced with SPOCK [53].
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Figure 6. Structural Comparisons of the
CTPR Proteins, Including Signature Resi-
dues, and Naturally Occurring TPRs
(A and B) Two views of a ribbon representa-
tion of the structure of CTPR3. The consen-
sus residues are shown in space fill. The first
TPR motif, helix B from the third TPR motif,
and the solvating helix are all shown as cyan
ribbons. The middle A-B-A helices from the
second and third TPR motifs are shown in
red. The signature residues for this middle
A-B-A motif are shown in space fill. Trp4,
green; Leu7, cyan; Gly8, yellow; Tyr11, blue;
Ala20, purple; Tyr24, pink; Ala27, orange;
Pro32, red.
(C) An overlay of CTPR3 (cyan), the TPR do-
main of PP5 (red), TPR1 of Hop (green), and
TPR2 of Hop (yellow). The structures are ren-
dered with appropriately colored tubes to
represent the  helices. The structures have
been aligned through the C atoms of the
first TPR motif. All figures were created with
MOLSCRIPT [54] and rendered with RASTER
3D [55].
(D–F) These show a representation of the mo-
lecular surfaces (gray) of CTPR2 (D), CTPR3
(E), and Hop TPR1 (F). To orientate the viewer,
the chain of each protein has been rendered
as a ribbon that can be seen within the molec-
ular surface. First TPR motif, yellow; second
TPR motif, red; third TPR motif, blue; solvat-
ing helix, green. All structures are viewed
from the same angle. Figures were produced
with SWISS-PDBVIEWER [22] and rendered
with the program POV-RAY [57].
Comparison with Known Structures surface of this binding pocket is smooth, rather than
rough and rutted (Figures 6D–6E). The concave bindingAs intended by the design, the CTPR motifs are structur-
ally very similar to those of natural TPR proteins. How- surface of CTPR3 thus presents a tabla rasa onto which
specific binding activity can be incorporated in futureever, within individual TPR proteins, the small differ-
ences observed between the stacking of individual designs.
repeats results in some divergence of the tertiary fold.
This is shown in Figure 6C, in which CTPR3 is compared Biological Implications
with three natural three-TPR domains, using only the
first TPR motif for alignment. It can also be observed in Although there are examples of successful consensus
sequence-based design [31–34], this study presents oneTable 3 when the twist angle and rmsd of A-B-A helix
units are compared. When different repeat motifs stack of the few examples of creating an idealized repeat pro-
teins by this strategy. The results we present clearlytogether, the small differences in each motif’s structure
and, thus, interrepeat packing, cause a divergence away show that this approach to design can generate highly
stable, correctly folded proteins. The ability to engineerfrom the regularized structure of CTPR3. Exactly how
the sequence of an individual TPR can be varied to a range of stable proteins corresponding to 1.5, 2.5, and
3.5 repeats emphasizes the modular nature of the TPRmodulate superhelical structure will be the focus of fur-
ther investigations. fold. Further, for proteins that contain TPR domains to
function as protein-protein interaction motifs, they seemThe CTPR proteins were designed to adopt the TPR
fold, with no features incorporated to specify a particular to require a minimum of three motifs. Our designs show
that this must result from the creation of a peptide bind-binding function. The consequences of this can be seen
when one compares the molecular surface of CTPR3 ing site, rather than stability. Moreover, by using a re-
peated consensus repeat that effectively removes anywith those of the natural three-TPR domains of PP5
and Hop. Although CTPR3 exhibits a cradle-like binding residues that could be present for protein interactions,
we have been able to create proteins with an identicalpocket, similar to that of the wild-type proteins, the
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Table 4. Interactions of Consensus Sequence Side Chains Found in the Second TPR Motif of CTPR3 (to 4.5 A˚)
Interacting Residues within 4.5 A˚ of Side Chain OF Consensus
Percentage of
Residue sasab of Residue Repeat Number Helix/Turn Side Chains and Main Chains of Interacting Residues
Trp4(A2) 8.5% TPR1 B1/T Leu28 (C,), Pro32 (C,O,C), Asn34 (C,O)
A2 Ala1 (N,C,O,C), Leu7 (C2)
TPR2 B2 Tyr23 (C,,2,ε2), Lys26 (C,C,,ε,N), Ala27 (C,C), Leu30 (C1)
Leu7(A2) 2.8% TPR1 B1 Ile21 (C), Tyr24 (C,,2), Gln25 (C), Leu28 (C1)
TPR2 A2 Trp4 (Cε3)
B2 Tyr11 (C2,ε2), Tyr23 (C,,,ε,)
a Gly8(A2) 0% TPR2 A2 Trp4 (O), Tyr5 (C,O), Leu7 (C,C), Asn 9 (C)
B2 Ala 20 (O,C), Tyr 23 (C), Tyr24 (C2,ε2,)
Tyr11(A2) 9.1% TPR1 B1 Ile21 (C,1), Gln25 (C,Oε1)
TPR2 A2 Leu7 (C,O,C,1), Gly8 (O), Gln14 (Nε2), Asp16 (C,C,2)
B2 Glu19 (C,C,,,Oε1), Ala20 (N,C,C), Tyr23 (C1,ε1,)
Ala20(B2) 0% TPR2 A2 Gly8 (C,O), Tyr11 (C), Tyr12 (C,,1), Asp16 (C,O)
B2 Tyr17 (C,O,C), Tyr24 (C1,ε1)
Tyr24(B2) 0.8% TPR2 A2 Tyr5 (O,C1,ε1), Gly8 (C,O,C), Asn9 (C,C,,N2), Tyr12(C,,1)
B2 Ala20 (C,O,C)
TPR3 A3 Asn6 (C,O,C,,N2), Leu7(C,C,1)
Ala27(B2) 1.1% TPR2 B2 Ala1 (O), Trp4 (C,C), Tyr5 (N,C,C), Tyr15 (C,C)
Pro32(turn) 26.9% TPR2 B2/T Leu28 (C,O), Leu30 (C,O), Asp31 (C,O,C,O1)
a As Glycine has no side chain, residues 4.5 A˚ from its C were listed instead. Residues listed in bold correspond to other consensus sequence
residues.
b Percentage of sasa was calculated with the program MOLMOL [56].
and N is the total number of amino acids in the OWL/PFAM data-repeating nature that allows us to better delineate the
bases. The weighting factor, or frequency of occurrence, [ni/N] forrole of the signature sequence residues within the TPR.
each ni amino acid in the OWL/PFAM databases is listed as followsThe identical nature of the repeats also provides an
(in descending order): Leu (0.09/0.10), Ala (0.08), Ser (0.07), Val (0.06/
excellent starting point from which to redesign superhe- 0.07), Gly (0.07), Glu (0.06), Lys (0.06), Thr (0.06), Ile (0.06), Pro (0.05),
lical structure and in which to study the folding and Arg (0.05), Asp (0.05), Phe (0.04), Gln (0.04), Asn (0.05/0.04), Tyr
(0.03), Cys (0.02), His (0.02), Met (0.02), and Trp (0.01). This is instability of the TPR motif. Finally, the solution properties
close agreement with the frequency of occurrence of amino acidsand structural features of CTPR3 make it a perfect scaf-
found in similar databases, for example, SWISS-PROT [39] andfold on which to design novel ligand binding specificity.
TrEMBL [40].
Experimental Procedures
Construction and Production of Novel TPR Proteins
Cloning
Design of a “Consensus” TPR Motif The genes encoding the CTPR1 and CTPR2 proteins were produced
TPR Profile Construction by Klenow (N.E. Biolabs) amplification of four overlapping primers
The profile was constructed by first aligning seventy known TPR and then a PCR reaction with two additional primers corresponding
sequences with the program CLUSTALX [35]. From this multiple to the gene termini. The gene encoding CTPR3 was produced by
alignment a profile was built with the module hmmbuild of the pro- ligating three double-stranded cassettes, each corresponding to a
gram HMMER [36, 37]. The program uses an algorithm based on single TPR unit, and then PCR amplification of the full-length prod-
profile-hidden Markov models that turns a multiple sequence align- uct. All genes were produced with appropriate restriction sites at
ment into a position-specific scoring system (assigns each amino their termini to allow ligation into a His6-tagged pProEx HTA cloning
acid an “emission probability” in each sequence position). vector (GibcoBRL) in which gene expression is from the trc promo-
Search, Retrieval, and Alignment of TPR sequences tor. Protein was produced with an N-terminal His6 tag, followed by
The OWL nonredundant composite protein sequence database a TEV protease cleavage site, to allow removal of the His6 tag after
(composite of four publicly available primary sources: SWISS-PROT, the first affinity purification step. After TEV cleavage, the proteins
PIR [1–3], GenBank [translation], and NRL-3D) was searched for are left with an N-terminal extension of five amino acids.
TPR sequences with our TPR profile and the HMMER module Protein Production
hmmsearch (E value threshold of 0.1 per sequence was used [38]). The CTPR constructs in the pProEx HTA vector were transformed
The TPR sequences were analyzed with the program JALVIEW (M. into BL21(DE3) cells and grown in LB media at 37C until the O.D600
Clamp, J. Cuff, and G. Barton, 1998) to remove multiple sequences 0.8. The temperature was then lowered to 30C and IPTG was added
with 100% identity. to a final concentration of 0.6 mM. Growth was continued at 30C
Statistical Analysis for a further 5 hr. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (7 min at
Two programs were written in C shell script to calculate the distribu- 5000 rpm), and the pellets were resuspended in 50 mM Tris (pH 8),
tion of amino acids in each of the 34 positions of the TPR motif and 10% glycerol, and 300 mM NaCl. Twenty milliliter aliquots were flash
the distribution of amino acids within the OWL or PFAM database. frozen and stored at 80C for later purification.
Once these distributions had been determined, a global propensity Protein Purification
(Pg) was calculated with Equation 1. The 20 ml frozen aliquots were thawed at 37C and sonicated on
ice, and the cell debris was removed by centrifugation (1 hr at 18,000
Pg 
[nij/Nj]
[ni/N]
(1) rpm). The CTPR proteins were soluble and could be purified from
other proteins in the supernatant fraction by His tag-nickel affinity
purification according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen).where Pg is the global propensity, nij is the number of i amino acids
at position j, Nj is the total number of amino acids at position j, ni The His tag was cleaved from the protein by overnight digestion
with TEV protease at 4C. CTPR protein was subsequently purifiedis the total number of i amino acids in the OWL/PFAM databases,
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from the His tag and TEV protease with nickel resin and then size an extra A helix model. This multistructural model was used in a
molecular replacement search with AMORE as implemented inexclusion gel filtration (G75 column; Pharmacia Biotech).
The final purity and identity of the CTPR proteins was determined CCP4 [48], with the data of CTPR2 from 2 to 6 A˚. The initial model
gave an R factor of 54.4% for the first molecule (chain A) in theby MALDI mass spectrometry (Voyager-DE MALDI-TOF; PerSeptive
Biosystems), UV absorption at 280 nm versus 260 nm, and SDS asymmetric unit, which dropped to 51.9% when the second mole-
cule was also located (chain B). It was possible from the first mappolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The extinction coefficients at
280 nm, calculated from amino acid composition [41], were used to change the residues from one of the polyserine models to the
correct CTPR2 sequence in both chains A and B. The structure wasto determine protein concentration. The extinction coefficients are
43,320 cm1M1 for CTPR3, 28,880 cm1M1 for CTPR2, and 14,440 then refined, first with CNS [49] and then with REFMAC (CCP4) [50].
All diffraction data between 35 and 1.55 A˚, excluding 10% of the datacm1M1 for CTPR1. These were confirmed by amino acid analysis
(performed by the W.M. Keck Facility, Yale University). that was retained for crossvalidation, was used, and all refinement
stages were performed without making use of the noncrystallo-
graphic symmetry. The final model contained 89 waters, 2 magne-Analysis of Novel TPR Proteins
sium ions, 1 Tris molecule, 1 IPTG molecule, and 1 IPTG degradationMultimeric State of CTPR Proteins
product.Analytical ultracentrifugation (Beckman XLI analytical ultracentri-
CTPR3. The solved CTPR2 structure was used to create a modelfuge) was performed at protein concentrations of 10 M, 200 M,
three-TPR protein by adding an extra TPR motif onto the C terminusand 600 M in 50 mM Tris (pH 6.3) and 150 mM NaCl. Analytical
with the programs LSQKAB and PDBSET (CCP4) [51, 52]. Moleculargel filtration (G75; Pharmacia Biotech) was performed at protein
replacement with AMORE produced a solution for CTPR3 in whichconcentrations up to 2 mM in 50 mM Na phosphate (pH 6.3) and
two molecules were present in the asymmetric unit. The initial R150 mM NaCl.
factor was 37.6%. The same refinement strategy used for CTPR2Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy and Thermal Denaturation
was then repeated for CTPR3 (40 to 1.6 A˚). The final model forCD spectra were acquired on an AVIV CD spectrophotometer (Model
CTPR3 contained 156 waters, 2 sodium ions, 1 chloride ion, 1 mag-215). Protein samples were either 20 M (CTPR1) or 30 M (CTPR2
nesium ion, 4 trimethyl lead ions, 1 acetate molecule, and 2 mole-and CTPR3), 50 mM phosphate (pH 6.3), and 150 mM NaCl in a
cules of IPTG.1 mm pathlength cuvette. For thermal denaturation studies, the
Sequence Numberingtemperature was increased from 4C to 90C or 95C and then cooled
The sequence numbering of the TPR proteins submitted to the Pro-to 4C (in 1C steps, equilibrating for 1 min at each temperature).
ten Data Bank are as follows: Gly1.Ala2.Met3.Asp4.Pro5 (the firstThe ellipticity at 222 nm was monitored throughout the denaturation
five amino acids added as a consequence of the cloning strategy)-and renaturation, and far-UV wavelength scans were recorded at
Gly6.Asn7.Ser8 (the three N cap residues incorporated into the de-4C, before and after the denaturation and at 90C or 95C. The
sign)-Ala9.Glu10.Ala11 (the first three residues in the first TPR motif)-melting temperature, Tm, for each protein was taken as the tempera-
etc. However, for the sake of clarity, within this paper they areture at which the slope of the first derivative of the ellipticity versus
labeled thus: Gly-8.Ala-7.Met-6.Asp-5.Pro-4 (the first five aminotemperature plot was a minimum.
acids added as a consequence of the cloning strategy)-Gly-3.Asn-NMR Measurements
2.Ser-1 (the three N cap residues incorporated into the design)-15N-labeled protein samples (2 mM) were prepared in 50 mM sodium
Ala1(A1)-Glu2(A1)-Ala3(A3) (the first three residues in the first TPRphosphate (pH 6.3), 150 mM NaCl, and 10% D2O. Data were col-
motif)-etc.lected at 20C with Varian Inova 800 and Unity Plus 600 MHz spec-
trometers. Six hundred megahertz 15N NOESY HSQC (tm  125 ms)
Acknowledgmentsand TOCSY HSQC (tm  65 ms) [42] parameters were as follows:
recycle delay, 1.2 s; 1H, spectral width, 7500 Hz, 1024 128 complex
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